
 

Questions recorded in CHAT: 17th June 2021: Public Presentation: 
Redrow 

 

From  Iya   
1. How much piling work should be expected and is all necessary preparation planned 
to avoid any landslides and damage to the existing houses through ground vibration? 
 
Reply:  Some piling is to be carried out.  A Construction and Environmental 
Management Plan (CEMP) has been prepared and submitted to CEC for approval as 
part of the discharge of conditions.  The CEMP states “Prior to piling starting onsite, 
notification will be given to nearby residents within the Lomas Way development and 
Giantswood Lane outlining anticipated start and duration dates.” 
 
 
2. Question about the cement storage / mixing silos: where are those planned to be 
installed for the duration of the development? Is it possible to put them father from the 
existing buildings and take into account the local prevailing wind direction? This is about 
avoiding breathing in cement dust for next several years. 
 
Reply:  A site compound is identified on the phasing plan submitted with the application 
as being towards the centre of the site, away from existing homes.  The CEMP 
describes the measures for dust suppression and management, as well as wheel 
washing. 
 
3. Is it taken into account that Lomas Way is the only road to and from Alderley Gate 
and it must not be blocked at any time? 
 
Reply:  Yes, that is understood.  The main construction traffic will not be using Lomas 
Way to access the site; although some limited access for this first phase will be 
required. 
 
From  Lou Emery  
1. We’d been previously told the access road off Lomas Way would not be used for 
construction traffic but now we’re saying it will be for the first 40 dwellings? How are you 
proposing to manage the traffic problems Alderney Gate may experience, as well as the 
cleanliness/damage to the road etc? 
 
Reply:  Apart from the initial works, the construction traffic will be able to access that 
part of the site via the primary access off Manchester Road once it has been 
constructed to stage 1 (base course) level.   The secondary access from Lomas Way 
will then be to provide access to the new residents and sales area only.  
 
2. How will you signpost/direct traffic once the main road is in use so we don’t continue 
to see construction or other vehicles post the 40 dwellings? 
 



Reply:  This area will include the sales area, and so will have the general public using it. 
For the safety of the public and residents of the new houses, Redrow will manage the 
main construction traffic and ensure it is routed via the primary entrance. 
 
From  Laurie Bowe     
1. How are you going to manage construction traffic via a small road (Lomas way) we 
were originally told construction traffic would be using the main road. 
 
Reply: The primary access will be constructed first under a Section 278 agreement. The 
main spine road will then be constructed leading up to the temporary and permanent 
compound locations. All site visitors/operatives will access the site via the new primary 
access off Manchester Road following the initial enabling works and new and 
prospective residents will only use the Lomas Way access.  
 
2. Parking and waiting lorries on entrance to Lomas way would need to be managed. 
 
Reply:  Redrow will control access to the construction site as it does in other locations 
with gates.  Personnel will be on-site to ensure vehicles do not access the site before 
they are allowed to and also to ensure that they are no parked, waiting  or blocking 
access to neighbours. Unless otherwise approved by the Local Authority Construction 
hours and associated deliveries to the site shall be restricted to 08.00-18.00 hours 
Monday to Friday and 08.00-14.00 hours Saturdays. 
 
From  Martin Gouldsbrough 
1. If it's one year for the 40 houses, how many years for the site to be completed? 
Apologies if this has been covered. 
 
Reply:  The first year will be the slowest as other enabling work is also done.  Progress 
will speed up thereafter and a twin approach taken.  The whole site should be built out 
over 6-8 years.   
 
From  Paul Wharton 
1, Will we have prior knowledge with regards to ownership of proposed retail units (ie 
which companies are moving into them).Are these subject to any objections from local 
residents? 
 
Reply:  The planning permission is for A1 units (shops) and Redrow will be discussing 
the requirements for new shops with a range of operators who are compatible with the 
Redrow brand.  Retailing is a dynamic fast change environment so it is not possible to 
say who is likely to be the store operator this far ahead of the shops being built. 
 
From  Laurie Bowe 
1. As the site progresses the secondary access  point will give access to all residents 
surely. People will choose the first entry in? 
Reply:  The secondary access point off Lomas Way is a requirement of the Local 
Highway Authority and set out in the Outline Planning permission that Redrow have to 



follow.  It is designed to be a secondary access, however, we recognise the point being 
made by residents nearby who fear this could become a rat-run route out of the estate if 
the primary access was congested at school drop-off time.  Traffic management 
measures to address that potential issue will be discussed with the LHA. 
 
2. Could a zebra crossing go over the secondary road? As it is a main footpath link for 
residents of Lomas Way?  
 
Reply: The volumes of pedestrian footfall using a route determine the need for a Zebra 
and other forms of controlled crossings and the corresponding levels of vehicle traffic 
the road concerned. Nothing suggests that such a crossing would be required here in 
order to provide a safe route, but the issue will be discussed with the LHA in relation to 
the rat-running issue already identified.  
 
From  Steve 
1. Answers to access via Lomas Way (construction or not) sound a bit vague, so needs 
clarification?  
 
Reply:  The access is already approved and now the detail of construction is being 
drawn up and agreed with the LHA.  The sort of traffic management measures being 
raised now for consideration will need to be discussed with the LHA and until that has 
happed we cannot be definitive. 
 
2. More generally, why start the build with the properties closest to existing homes? 
This seems purely for the benefit of the developer, with max disruption and potential for 
overlooking and light loss to current residents, especially with higher height houses in 
the new development more concentrated there. 
 
Reply:  The building is not being phased in that way; the phasing plan submitted with 
the application shows the proposed route of build in more detail. Other than the initial 40 
houses off Lomas Way, which includes the show homes that need to be accessible, the 
rest of the build sequence leads from the construction of the spine road.  
 
From  Martin Gouldsbrough  
1. If the plan is 7/8 years for completion, is there an idea for when the school planning 
may commence and or planned for completion? 
 
Reply:  The site of the school has to be handed over to CEC (as an accessed and level 
site) together with s.106 contributions paid by Redrow prior to first occupation.  After 
that, CEC will be responsible for its delivery, including the timescale. 
 
From  Laurie Bowe 
1. What will be the operating hours on site please? 
Reply: Unless otherwise approved by the Local Authority Construction hours and 
associated deliveries to the site shall be restricted to 08.00-18.00 hours Monday to 
Friday and 08.00-14.00 hours Saturdays. 



 
From  Steve 
1. Traffic is clearly a big issue and in this meeting seems to be referred to Cheshire 
East and the outline planning decision, so in that case, what is the merit of Croft's Travel 
Plan report? I've already added comments to the website that the report's claim the site 
will lead to reduced travel and car use is somewhere between naïve and disingenuous! 
This development will put at 1000 or more additional cars onto the still busy central 
Congleton streets and car parks! 
 
Reply:  The application that residents are being consulted on is called ‘Reserved 
Matters’, these are the details of appearance, landscaping and siting that were 
‘reserved for approval’.  The number of houses and the access details have already 
been approved as part of the outline permission.  The council considered the traffic 
impacts at that Outline stage (and also when allocating the site in the local plan) so that 
they know that the site can be safely and conveniently accessed without causing 
inconvenience, disruption or harm to existing residents and businesses.    The Croft 
Travel Plan is a report that sets out how non-car uses can be encouraged, making the 
site as accessible as possible to those who are able to cycle and walk for short 
journeys.  
 
From  Martin Gouldsbrough 
1. Will there be a significant amount of designated parking for the show homes? If not 
the customers may park on Lomas Way which would become quite congested. 
 
Reply:  Redrow have a great deal of experience of ensuring that the show homes have 
adequate car parking for their staff and for visitors.  Around 8 spaces will be provided in 
this part of the site and it is very unlikely that all will be full at any one time.  
  
From  Steve  
1. Could Councillor Brown expand on his opening remarks that there is "considerable 
merit" in the development plans? What merit to the local community will there be from a 
development which it sounds like will take a decade … where the 'nice points' of 
footpaths and cycleways will have to wait and the much needed additional amenities 
such as a school not even being on the horizon? The existing Congleton amenities will 
clearly have to accommodate all the extra residents from this and other major 
developments … can the (very distant) existing schools, shops and surgeries cope???? 
 
Reply from Cllr. Brown: As this is a Reserved Matters application, the principle of 
development has been granted by Cheshire East.  We must therefore concentrate on 
two things:- 

1. Getting the very best out of the scheme - in this respect the proposal is significantly 
better than others in terms of footpaths, planting, and landscaping with additional 
open space, play areas, an outdoor gym and measures to compensate for habitat 
loss. 
2. Aspects of the proposal that need further clarification or revision e.g. issues of 
access to Lomas Way, congestion and pollution.  



 
I fully recognise that provision of community services has not been properly recognised 
by Cheshire East and will be making comments in this respect.  I also encourage you to 
do the same. 
 
From  Martin Gouldsbrough 
1. Poor weather over winter made Lomas almost unpassable for vehicles, we had a few 
get stuck last year, what provisions are you able to give on the new connection? e.g. will 
Redrow be gritting/providing grit bins on the corner towards Manchester road? 
 
Reply: Lomas way is now an adopted Highway and is the responsibility of Cheshire 
East Highways but the Parish Council can also provide these if there is an urgent need 
as on Lomas Way. 
 
From  Laurie Bowe  
1.  Does anyone know if the council are looking into additional services ie dentist etc 
 
Reply from Cllr. Brown: The prospect is not good and this is an issue that we all need to 
take up. NHS funds for both infrastructure and staff are extremely limited.  Anyone 
wishing to help with this campaign should contact me - 
vic.brown@hwsbparishcouncil.co.uk 
 
From  Vic Brown  
If you  wish to submit comments to Cheshire East, the provision on the Portal is now 
closed. INSTEAD use email : planappcomments@cheshireeast.gov.uk and inc 
reference 21/2240C 
 
 

Questions raised by Friends of Giantswood Lane - discussed at 
Meeting on Zoom with FoGWL and HW & SB Parish Council 17th June 
2021 
 
FoGWL provided the following questions to Redrow in advance of a public Meeting on 
17th June.  Answers given at the meeting are set out here.  
 
1) Submitted Site plans show a Road Link onto Giantswood Lane (GWL) opposite 
Sandy Lane. Is this Road link open onto GWL for Vehicle Access?  There is also a 
second road link interfacing with GWL 50 Meters North of the above ref. Road link. Is 
this Road Link open onto GWL for Vehicle Access? 
 
Reply:  These two access points are for emergency vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians 
only.  
 
2) Can you confirm that no Construction Vehicles will have access to the Development 
Site from GWL? 
 



Reply: Yes 
 
3) Are any Services for any part of the Development Site being routed via GWL? 
 
Reply:  There are some services running along GWL at present that will need to be 
connected into (Gas and electricity for example) as there are no other suitable places to 
connect. 
 
4) Are any Foul or Surface Water drains, risers or discharges being routed onto, across 
or via GWL? 
 
Reply:  Yes, there will a Foul drainage connection into GWL. 
 
5) Prelim Drainage Plans (Sheet 3) quotes: ‘Rising Main to Connect to UUFWMHP9101 
IL 121.39 150Dia. NOT SHOWN’.   Is this Drainage Connection into an existing drain on 
GWL/Walfield Ave? 
 
Reply:  Yes. 
 
6) The ‘GWL- Noise Impact Assessment’ isn’t on the Cheshire East Portal due to it 
being too large for it to be downloaded.  Could Redrow provide FoGWL with a hard 
copy please? With respect to the above Assessment, does it include for Construction 
and a Timeline? 
 
Reply:  Councillor Vic Brown of HW & SB Parish Council as digital copies of the whole 
application and can make them available to the FoGWL.  A hard copy is not available.  
 
7) The ‘Air Quality Assessment’ submission referred to on the Cheshire East Portal is 
also too large to be downloaded. Could Redrow provide FoGWL with a hard copy 
please?  
 
Reply: Councillor Vic Brown of HW & SB Parish Council as digital copies of the whole 
application and can make them available to the FoGWL.  A hard copy is not available. 
 
8) Have Redrow produced a Construction Plan for 21/2240C? If so: does the Plan show 
phases and a timeline? Roughly for how long (years) will the site be a Construction 
site? Can FoGWL have a copy of the Construction Plan please?  
 
Reply:  A phasing plan has been submitted with the Reserved Matters application.  
Further information on construction is being submitted to discharge relevant condition 
on the Outline permission this week and a digital copy will be made available to 
Councillor Vic Brown of HW & SB Parish. 
 
9) It is understood that there will be a first phase of build in the South East corner of the 
site (Approx. 90 Dwellings). Will access, initially for construction, to this phase be solely 
from the Alderley Gate Entrance off Manchester Road A34?  



 
Reply:  The initial phase of development is for c. 40 houses, which when completed will 
be accessed from Lomas Road initially.  These houses will include the show houses.  
Following initial enabling works the construction traffic for this part of the development 
will come off Manchester Road. 
 
10) At what point will the second access road off Manchester Road A34 be built?  Will 
this second access be used as the Construction Access for the rest of the site? 
 
Reply:  All construction access for the main development will be from the primary site 
entrance, which will be the first part of development carried out alongside wider site 
enabling works. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


